The Hong Kong and Macau Taxi Guide

10 Years Anniversary of helping
individuals
navigate
tricky
communications with taxi drivers. Dont let
taking a taxi in this Asian city worry you
when you have this simple tool to help you
communicate with the driver. The process
is simple and effective. First , find the page
with your destination and either mark the
location with the provided arrow sticker or
mark the page with the ribbon. Second,
show the taxi driver the page with your
destination and he will have no problem
understanding where you want to go. Its
that easy. No more communication
problems! This guide will help you get to
all of the city s most frequented
destinations as well as to some of the more
off the beaten-track locations that add so
much to this citys charm. Please contact us
on when the new app version will be
completed .

Macau Tour Guide: Catch a taxi - See 45 traveler reviews, 26 candid photos, and great deals We arrived in macau by
the Cotai turbo jet ferry from Hong Kong. Day Trip to Macau from Hong Kong Anyway, if you are only want to tour
the place, you do not need a chartered taxi or tour guide. Macau canHong Kong, China. Level Contributor. 88 posts. 12
reviews. Save Topic. Taxi Fare Macau. , 6:24 AM. Hello,. can anyone give me information on taxiInside Hong Kong:
Macau Day Trip (updated 2015) - Before you visit Hong Kong, Sadly, taxi service has become rather unreliable in
recent years due to theAnswer 1 of 6: We are planning to go the Macau for 1 day from HK . Hired a private tour guide
at the Macua ferry terminal in Aug11 after being approached . From HKIA to the City Airport Express to the City Taxi
Service in Hong KongYou could walk to it through Harbour City Mall, or just take a taxi to 33 Canton Road. Hong
Kong Macau Ferry Terminal is near the IFC Towers in the Shun Tak Your Hong Kong guide will give you your
Turbojet tickets and see you off at theLook, we were in Hong Kong during an unseasonal typhoon in October ridiculous weather - but it was a stopover and wed visited Hong Kong before. It came The ferry trip from Hong Kong
International Airport to Macao takes then take a taxi to Hong Kong-Macau Ferry Terminal (Shun Tak Centre, We plan
to travel a lot of by taxis in Macau. Just have a question about travelling by taxis in Macau. 1. Day Trip to Macau from
Hong Kong.-How is tipping different between Macau and Hong Kong? Outside of the casinos, Macau tipping practice
is just about identical to that in Hong Kong: taxi fares to any government employee in Macau, which includes most
official tour guidesTransport in Macau includes road, sea and air transport. Road transport is the primary mode of
transport within Macau as there are no railways. The main forms of public transport are buses and taxis. A light rail
system is currently under construction. Modes of transport out of Macau include ferries to Hong Kong and mainland
provided most taxis with a destination guide which includes the names of theAnswer 1 of 20: What option is better? We
are 3 adults and one child? I think the ferry will cost more than the cab and we will have some luggage as well. Please It
is listed that there is a surcharge of 5 MOP when boarding a taxi at Taipei Ferry Terminal. Does this rule Day Trip to
Macau from Hong Kong. Answer 1 of 17: Hello, My wife and I are visiting Macau / Hong Kong in I dont know the
cost of Taxis from the airport to hotel areas, but if they Macau Day Trip from Hong Kong. 850 Reviews. from
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US$142,75*. The House of Dancing Water Show in 19 Reviews. from US$75,70*. Day We are going to be spending 1
night in Macau transferring directly from the USA via Hong Kong airport ferry, then go to Hong Kong. Do taxis Please
advise taxifTaxi fare as requested. : Get Hong Kong travel advice on TripAdvisors Hong Kong travel forum. I am
thinking about calling a taxi by UBER in Macau. More correctly, I would like to get Day Trip to Macau from Hong
Kong. 75 Reviews.
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